When:
August 31st, 2019

Where:
Mapfre Stadium
One Black and Gold Blvd
Columbus, OH 43211

Schedule:
Social: 6:00–7:30
Match: 7:30–10:00

Cost:
All Tickets: $30
Includes: Lower Bowl
1 Meal Ticket
2 Drinks
Strict limit of 75 tickets

For Reservations:
① EventBright:
Password: CTS

Or

② Contact:
Ben Flocken
bflocken@oh.hra.com
937-309-2492
RSVP by 26 August

ASM & ACerS is thrilled to invite you to the first event of the ’19 – ’20 term.

We have teamed up with the Columbus Crew SC front office to reserve the Upper 90 Lounge on August 31st before the match against the Chicago Fire.

Each ticket to the game will include one lower bowl seat, one meal ticket, and two beverage vouchers, which can be used for soda, water or adult beverages!

Gates open at 6:00pm make your way up to the Upper 90 lounge.